Argyle
Content Station
Manage, edit and publish annual reports, CSR reports,
proxy statements and more with an intuitive and
powerful collaborative online portal.

An Easier, Faster Method to Prepare
your Investor Communications
At Argyle, our team of attorneys and lead advisors helps companies design and publish award-winning annual
reports, CSR reports and proxy statements. We design documents that are easy to read and navigate, and
Content Station makes it easy to collaboratively manage edit cycles and publish to clean and blacklined PDF.
Content Station makes your disclosures accessible around the clock, and accelerates editing.

Our Mission to Improve Document Editing
Disclosures prepared by Argyle have contributed to trustful relationships between our clients and their readers,
whether investors, employees or other stakeholders.
Content Station makes preparing these reports simpler than ever before.

Cost-effective

Elegant

% Costly authors’ alterations are eliminated; you edit your
text and tables

% With Content Station, you edit directly in your
designed file with no design limitations.

Integrated

Supported

% One version, one environment for the creation &
management of content to be used for print, online or
EDGAR output.

% 24-hour support from Argyle’s Project
Management team, and workshare with our advisory
and design experts.

Simple

Secure

% Edit faster with powerful tools built for collaboration.
Make changes quickly and accelerate stakeholder
reviews by creating clean and blacklined PDFs.

% Secure, cloud-based interface

Easy-to-use Environment

Track Changes

% Edit in InDesign through an intuitive interface that
offers the simplicity of a word processing tool.

% Complete audit trail and revision history.
% View or download versioned content.
% Download two versions of a document: revised
and compared document.

Seamless Collaboration
% You determine content permissions to
establish who can view, download, edit and
access documents.
% Co-authoring allows multiple users to work
together in real-time.
% Annotation tools allow users to comment without
changing content.

Uptime Commitment
% Available at least 99.9% of each calendar month.

Security
% HTTPS and AES-256 encryption.

Prepare effective disclosures with Argyle
Get inspired by our creative ideas and original thinking: www.argyleteam.com
Run on-demand benchmarks with our unique database: add.argyleteam.com
Email: info@argyleteam.com
Telephone: (201) 793 5400
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About Argyle
www.argyleteam.com
Argyle Company
100 Burma Rd.
Jersey City, NJ 07305
(201) 793 5400

We are a creative communications firm
offering end-to-end, in-house execution
capabilities.
Our experienced and passionate team is
composed of attorneys, designers, project
managers, thinkers and web developers. We
collaborate together around a process that
encompasses drafting, editing, designing
and publishing across all digital and print
channels.
We are thrilled that communications
prepared by Argyle have contributed to
trustful relationships between our clients
and their readers, whether investors,
employees or other stakeholders.
In turn, our commitment to our clients
has resulted in meaningful long-term
relationships with some of the most
respected public and private companies in
the world.
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